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Abstract 
The concept of minimal family is introduced. We prove that this family 
and family of functional dependencies ( F D s ) determine each other uniquely. 
A characterization of this family is presented. 
We show that there is no polynomial time algorithm finding a minimal 
family from a given relation scheme. We prove that the time complexity of 
finding a minimal family from a given relation is exponential in the number 
of attributes. 
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1 Introduction 
The functional dependency introduced by E.F.Codd is one of important semantic 
constraints in the relational datamodel. 
The family of FDs has been widely studied in the literature. In this paper we 
give a family of sets and show that it is determined uniquelyby family of FDs. This 
paper presents some results about computational problems related to this family. 
Let us give some necessary definitions and results used in what follows. 
Let R = {o i a „ } be a nonempty finite set of attributes. A functional 
dependency is a statement of the form A B, where A,BCR. The FD A —* B 
holds in a relation r = {hi,... ,hm} over R if V/i<, h}- 6 r we have hi (o) = h3(a) for 
all o e A implies h{(b) = hj(b) for all b e B. We also say that r satisfies the FD 
A—*B. 
Let Fr be a family of all FDs that hold in r. Then F = Fr satisfies 
(1) A—*A&F, 
(2) (A —* B e. F, B C G F) => (A—*C€. F), 
(3) BeF, ACC, DCB)=>{C-^ D&F), 
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(4) (A - » B e F, C D £ F) = • (A U C — B U D e F). 
A family of FDs satisfying (l)-(4) is called an f-family (sometimes it is called 
the full family) over R. 
Clearly, FT is an /-family over R. It is known [1] that if F is an arbitrary 
/-family, then there is a relation r over R such that FT = F. 
Given a family F of FDs, there exists a unique minimal f-family F+ that con-
tains F. It can be seen that F+ contains all FDs which can be derived from F by 
the rules (l)-(4). " 
A relation scheme a is a pair < R,F>, where R is a set of attributes, and F is 
a set of FDs over R. Denote A + = {a: A —* {a } e A + is called the closure of 
A over a. It is clear that A B e F+ iff B C A+. 
Clearly, if a = < R,F> is a relation scheme, then there is a relation r over R 
such that Fr = F+ (see, [1]). Such a relation is called an Armstrong relation of a. 
Let R be a nonempty finite set of attributes and P(R) its power set. The 
mapping H : P[R) —* P[R) is called a closure operation over R if for all A, B £ 
P(R), the following conditions are satisfied : 
(1) A C H(A), 
(2) A C B implies H(A) C H(B), 
(3) H(H(A)) = H(A). 
Let a = < R, F > be a relation scheme. Set H,(A) = {a : A —» {a } € we 
can see that H, is a closure operation over R. 
Let r be a relation, a = < R, F > be a relation scheme. Then A is a key of r ( a 
key of a) if A R € Fr ( A R e F+). A is a minimal key of r(s) if A is a key 
of rla) and any proper subset of A is not a key of r(a). 
Denote Kr(K,) the set of all minimal keys of r(s). 
Clearly, KT,K, are Sperner systems over R, i.e. A, B € Kr(K,) implies A g B. 
Let K be a Sperner system over R. We define the set of antikeys of K, denoted 
by i f - 1 , as follows: 
A " 1 = (A c R : (B e K) => {B 2 A) and (A c C) = > (3B e K)(B C C ) } . 
It is easy to see that K~1 is also a Sperner system over R. 
It is known [5] that if K is an arbitrary Sperner system over R, then there is a 
relation scheme a such that K, = K. 
In this paper we always assume that if a Sperner system plays the role of the 
set of minimal keys (antikeys), then this Sperner system is not empty (doesn't 
contain R). We consider the comparison of two attributes as an elementary step 
of algorithms. Thus, if we assume that subsets of R are represented as sorted lists 
of attributes, then a Boolean operation on two subsets of R requires at most 
elementary steps. 
Let L C P(R). L is called a meet-irreducible family over R ( sometimes it is 
called a family of members which are not intersections of two other members ) if 
VA, B,C € I , then A = B n C implies A = B or A = C. 
Let I C P(R), Re I, and A,B € I => AnB € 1.1 is called a meet-semilattice 
over R. Let M C P(R). Denote M + = {nAf' : M' C M). We say that M is a 
generator of / if M+ = I. Note that R S M+ but not in M, by convention it is 
the intersection of the empty collection of sets. 
D e n o t e N = { A E I : A ^ n { A ' € l : Ac A ' } } . 
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In [5] it is proved that N is the unique minimal generator of I. 
It can be seen that N is a family of members which are not intersections of two 
other members. 
Let H be a closure operation over R. Denote Z(H) = {A : H(A) = A} and 
N{H\ = {A e Z(H) : A / n {A ' <= Z(H) : A c A ' } } . Z{H) is called the family of 
closed sets of H. We say that N(H) is the minimal generator of H. 
It is shown [5] that if £ is a meet-irreducible family then L is the minimal 
generator of some closure operation over R. It is known [l] that there is an one-to-
one correspondence between these families and f-families. 
Let r be a relation over R. Denote ER = {EFy : 1 < » < j < |r|}, where 
Eij = {a € R : hi(a) = Ay (a)}. Then ER is called the equality set of r. 
Let Tr = {A e P(R) : 3£<y = A, /3EM : A C EPQ}. We say that Tr is the 
maximal equality system of r. 
Let r be a relation and K a Sperner system over R. We say that r represents 
K if Kr = K. 
The following theorem is known ([7]) 
Theorem 1.1 Let K be a non-empty Sperner system and r a relation over R. Then 
r represents K iff K-1 = Tr, where Tr is the maximal equality system of r. 
In [6] we proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.2 Let r = {hi,..., /im} be a relation, and F an f-family over R. Then 
FT = F iff for every AC R 
where Hf(A) = {a &R: A—* { o } € f } and ER is the equality set of r. 
2 Results 
In this section we introduce the concept of minimal family. We show that this 
family and family of FDs determine each other uniquely. We give some desirable 
properties of this family. We present some results about the relationship between 
this family, meet-semiattice and family of FDs. 
Definition 2.1 Let Y C P(ií) x P(R). We say that Y is a minimal family over 
R if the following conditions are satisfied : 
(1) V(A, B), (A', B') e Y : A c B C R, A C A' implies B C B', A C B' implies 
(2) Put R(Y) = {B : (A, B) e Y). For each B 6 R{Y) and C such that C c B 
and /BB' e R(Y) : C c B' C B, there is an A £ LIB) : A C C, where 
L(B) = {A:(A,É)eY}. 
AC Btj, 
R otherwise, 
B C B'. 
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Remark 2.2 (1.) R £ R(Y). 
(£.) From A cB' implies B C B' there is no a B' £ R(Y) such that A C B' C B 
and A = A' implies B = B'. 
(S.) Because A C A' implies B C B' and A = A' implies B = B', we can be see 
that L(B) is a Sperner system over R and by (£) L(B) ^ 0. 
Let / be a meet-semilattice over R. 
Put A í * m = {(A, B) : 3C € / : A C C, A ¿ n {C :C el, AcC},B = n{C : 
c e I, A c c}}. 
Set M[I) = {{A, B) e M*[I) :fl{A',B) £ M*(J) - A' C A}. 
Note that if C e I, then C u an one-term intersection. It is possible that A = 0. 
It can be seen that for any meet-Bemilattice I there is exactly one family M(I). 
Theorem 2.S Let I be a meet-semilattice over R. Then M(I) is a minimal family 
over R. 
Conversely, if Y is a minimal family over R, then there is exactly one meet-
semilattice I so that M(I) = Y, where I = {C C R : V(A, B)eY.ACC implies 
BCC). 
Proof: Assume that I is a meet-semilattice over R. We have to show that Af (I) 
is a minimal family over R. It is obvious that A C B C R. 
PVom B' = n{D :D e I, A' C £>}}, we have B' C D. If A C B', then A C D 
and by B = n { C : C e I: A C C } we obtain B C B'. By fl(A', B) 6 M*(I) : A' C 
A and from A' C A C B implies B' C B we can see that if A' C A then B' C B. 
Thus, we obtain (l) . Clearly, Lj(B) - {A : (A ,B) e M(I)} is a Sperner system 
over R. 
If there is a Be R{M(I)) and D satisfying D C B and V£ ' e R{M(I)) : D C 
B', B'CB imply B = B', then for all A e L¡(B) : A % D(*). 
It can be seen that D ¿ n{C : C e I, D C C} and B = n{C :C eI,D <ZC). 
If L¡(B) U D is a Sperner system over R, then by definition of M(I) we have 
D e Li(B). Prom (*) this is a contradiction. 
If there exists an A £ Lj(B) : D C A, then this conflicts with the definition of 
M(I ) . Thus, we have (2) in Definition 2.1. Consequently, M(I ) is a minimal family 
over R. 
Conversely, y is a minimal family over R. Clearly, / is a meet-semilattice over 
R. It is obvious that (A, B) e Y implies A £ I. 
Now we have to prove that M(I) = Y. Assume that (A, B) 6 Y. By ( l ) in 
Definition 2.1 V(A', B') € Y : A' C B implies B' C B. From this and definition of 
I we obtain Bel. 
According to definition of I there is no C e I such that A C C C B. On the 
other hand, A C B and B is an intersection of Cs, where C e I, A C C. Thus, 
B = D{C : C e I, A C C) and A ^ n { C :C e I, A cC}. Hence, (A, B) € M* ( / ) 
holds. 
Clearly, if A = 0 then (A, 5 ) e M{I). Assume that A ^ 0 and (A', B) e M*(I). 
It is obvious that by the definition of M*(I) A' C B and flB' : A' C B' C B. By 
(2) in Definition 2.1 there is an A" £ L{B) : A" C A'. Because L(B) is a Sperner 
system over R and A £ L[B) we have A' £ A. Thus, (A, B) € M(N) holds. 
Suppose that A C R and A & I. Based on the above proof, B £ R(Y) implies 
B e I. Clearly, R € R(Y). Consequently, for A there is a Be R(Y) such that 
AC B (**). We choose a set B so that |B| is minimal for (**), i.e. flB' € R(Y) : 
AC B' C B. According to (2) in Definition 2.1 there exists an A' € L{B) : A' C A. 
If there ia C e I: A C C C B, then A' C C C B. This conflicts with the definition 
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of I. Consequently, for all C G / and C jt B, A C. C implies B C C. From this and 
according to the definition of M*(I) (A,B ) G M*(I) implies B G R{Y). 
Assume that (A, B) G M(I). By the above proof, B G R(Y) holds. We consider 
the set L(B) = {A ' : (A', B) G Y } . According to definition M(I) we have A C B 
and flB' G J2(Y) : A C B' C B. By (2) in Definition 2.1 there is an A' G L(B) 
such that A' C A. If A' C A, then according to the above proof (A', B) G Y implies 
(A1, B) G M(N). A' C A contradicts the definition of M(N). Thus, A' = A holds. 
Consequently, we obtain (A, B) G Y. 
Suppose that there is a meet-semilattice / ' such that M ( I ' ) = Y. We have to 
show that I = I'. By definition of M ( r ) E e l ' implies E e l . Thus, / ' C I 
holds. Suppose that there is a D e l and D 0 / ' . According to the definition 
of meet-semilattice R G / ' . Put D" = D { £ e P : D C E}. By D & I' we have 
D CD'. According to M * ( / ' ) (D,D") G Af *( / ' ) . From definition of Af(I ' ) there 
is a £>':£>' C D and (Z/.X»") G A/ ( / ' ) . Thus, D1 C D C D' holds. This conflicts 
with the fact that D e l . Hence, 1 = 1 ' holds. • 
It is known [1] that there is an one-to-one correspondence between families of 
FDs and meet-semilattices and by Theorem 2.3 we obtain the following. 
Proposition 2.4 There is an one-to-one correspondence between minimal families 
and families of FDs. 
Because there are one-to-one correspondences between meet-irredundant fami-
lies, closure operations and families of FDs, we also have the following. 
Proposition 2.5 There are one-to-one correspondences between minimal families, 
meet-irredundant families and closure operations. 
Remark 2.6 Let s =< R, F > be a relation scheme over R. A functional depen-
dency A —* B e F+ is called basic of s if 
(1) A c B, 
(2) flA': A' C A and A' B e F+, 
(S) /BB':B<Z B' and A-* B' e F+, 
Denote by B(s) the set of all basic FDs of s. 
If a relation scneme is changed to a relation we have a basic functional depen-
dency of r. Denote the set of all basic FDs of r by B(r). 
It can be seen that the set {A —• R : A G K,} is a subset of B(s). 
Remark 2.7 Let s =< R,F>bea relation scheme over R. Put Z(s) = {A : A + = 
A}. Z(s) is a meet-semilattice over R. M(Z(s)) is called the minimal family of s. 
According to definitions of M(I) and B(s) we can see that M(Z(s)) = {(A, B) : 
A-*BeB(s)}. 
It is known [17] that there is no a polynomial time algorithm finding a set of 
all minimal keys of a given relation scheme. FYom this and by Remark 2.6 we have 
the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.8 Let a =< R,F> be a relation scheme over R. There is no a 
polynomial time algorithm to find the minimal family of s. 
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Definition 2.9 Let R be a relation over R and FT a family of all FDs that hold in 
r. Put A^ = {a : A — {a} e Fr}. Set Zr = {A : A = A+}. Then M(Zr) is called 
the minimal family of r. 
It is easy to see that the set {A—*R:A & Kr} is a subset of B{r 
We construct a following exponential time algorithm finding a minimal family 
of a given relation. 
In relation scheme a = < R,F>, a functional dependency A —• B € F is called 
redundant if either A = B or there it C B & F such that CCA. 
Algorithm 2.10 (Finding a minimal family of r) 
(Input:) a relation r = {/»x,..., hm) over R. 
(Output:) a minimal family of r. 
(Step 1:) Find the equality set ET = {Ei} : 1 < t < j < m}. 
(Step £:) Find the minimal generator N, where N= {A € Er : A jt n { 5 6 Er : A C 
B}}. Denote elements of N by Ai,...,At. 
(Step S: For every B C R if there is an Ai fl < i < t) such that B C Ai, then compute 
C = ("| Ai and set B —* C. In the converse case set B —• R. Denote 
BCAi 
by T the set of all such functional dependencies 
(Step 4:) Set F = T - Q, where Q = {X Y G.T \ X Y is a redundant functional 
dependency }. 
(Step 5:) Put M(ZT) = {(J3, C) : B C € f } . 
According to Theorem 1.2 and definition of M(Zr), Algorithm 2.10 finds a 
minimal family of r. 
It can be seen that the time complexity of Algorithm 2.10 is exponential in the 
number of attributes. 
Let a = < R, F > be a relation scheme over R. We say that a is in Boyce-Codd 
normal form ( BCNF ) if A — {a } g F+ for A+ ji R, a & A. 
If a relation scheme is changed to a relation we have the definition of BCNF for 
relation. 
Proposition 2.11 Given a BCNF relation r over R. The time complexity of find-
ing a minimal family of r is exponential tn the number of elements of R. 
Proof: iVom a given BCNF relation r we use Algorithm 2.10 to construct the 
minimal family of r. By definition of BCNF, we obtain 
M[Zr) = {(B, C) : B -*C GlF) = {(B,R) : B e Kr}. 
Let us take a partition R = X\ U . . . U Xm U W, where |J2| = n, m = In/3], and 
\Xi\ = 3 (1 < i < m). 
Set M = ( J f - 1 ) , i.e. K - 1 is a set of minimal keys of M, we have 
M = {C: [CI = n - 3, C n Xi = 0 for some i} if \W\ = 0, 
M = {C: |C| = n - 3, C n Xi = 0 for some » (1 < » < m - 1) or |C| = 
n — 4,C H (Xm U W) = 0} if \W\ = 1, 
M = {C: |C| = n —3,Cn Ai = 0 for some t' (1 < i < m) or |C| = n-2,CnW = 
0} if = 2. 
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It it clear that 3ln/4l < If f"1 ! , \M\ < m + 1. 
Denote elements of M by C\,..., Ct. 
Construct a relation r = {h0,hi,... ,ht) as follows: 
For all a e R Ao(o) = 0, for » = 1 , . . . , t 
{ » otherwise. 
Clearly, |r| < |i2| holds. According to Theorem 1.1 M is the set of antikeys of r 
and K - 1 is the set of minimal keys of r. From definition of BCNF, we can see that 
M(zr) = {(B,R) ifler1}. 
Thus, we can construct a relation r in which the number of rows of r is less 
than |i?|, but the number of elements of M(Zr) is exponential in the number of 
attributes. • 
Since the class of BCNF relations is a special subfamily of the family of relations 
over R, the next corollary is obvious. 
Corollary 2.12 The time complexity of finding a minimal family of a given rela-
tion r is exponential tn the number of attributes. 
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